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A Strategic Plan for Shaping Our Future
Year One Implementation Plan
JUST SOCIETIES

SUSTAINABILITY

NEW WAYS OF MAKING AND KNOWING
1. JUST SOCIETIES

Diversify our community and expand access to RISD

Advance understanding of social equity and inclusion through research and education

Promote civic learning and action through cohesive community engagement practices
JUST SOCIETIES
YEAR ONE

- Advising Working Group
- Community Engagement Working Group
- Center for SEI + Teaching and Learning Lab
- Integrated Health + Wellness
2. SUSTAINABILITY

Adopt renewable energy sources and green building practices on campus

Advance critical research at the nexus of art, design and living systems

Align our research and studio work in this area with a global network of experts
3. NEW WAYS OF MAKING AND KNOWING

Develop innovative curricula and pedagogy that reflect our values

Increase our overall research capacity and output

Establish an ecosystem of labs for interdisciplinary inquiry and exchange
NEW WAYS OF MAKING AND KNOWING
YEAR ONE

Faculty Roles + Responsibilities Task Force
Research Action Plan
Continuing Education Expansion Plan
Executive Education Discovery Phase
Divisional Review Report

NEXT: RISD 2020-2027
A Strategic Plan for Shaping Our Future
LAYING FOUNDATIONS TO SECURE OUR FUTURE

- Digital Ecosystem Project
- Institutional Engagement Business Plan
- Budget Reduction, Allocation
- Scheduling Software Implementation
- Workday Student Implementation